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1. Project Summary
This grant was awarded in support of an observational study with the NASA [UE
Observatory during the 15th episode (1992), and it subsequently also supported our
continuing work in 16th (1994) and 18th (1995) episodes. The project involved the study of
FUV spectra of massive spectroscopic binary systems containing hot stars of spectral type
O. We applied a Doppler tomography algorithm to reconstruct the individual component
UV spectra of stars in order to obtain improved estimates of the temperature, gravity, UV
intensity ratio, and projected rotational velocity for stars in each system, and to make a
preliminary survey for abundance anomalies through comparison with standard spectra. We
also investigated the orbital phase-related variations in the UV stellar wind lines to probe
the geometries of wind-wind collisions in these systems. The project directly supported two
Ph.D. dissertations at Georgia State University (by Penny and Thaller), and we are grateful
for this support. No inventions were made in the performance of this work. Detailed results
are summarized in the abstracts listed in the following section.
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Knowledge about the individual components of O-type binaries is difficult to obtain
because of the severe line blending present in their spectra. An important new method
is Doppler tomography, an iterative scheme that uses a set of orbital phase distributed
spectra and both radial velocity curves to reconstruct the individual component
spectra (see Bagnuolo, Gies & Wiggs 1992). These individual spectra can then be
analyzed to determine various physical properties of the stars. Here we present results
of a program of Doppler tomography of O-binaries observed with the International
Ultraviolet EzpIorer (IUE). We present results for six systems: DH Cep, HD 165052,
HD 93403, HD 93205, HD 149404, and HD 152248. All are double-lined spectroscopic
binaries with periods ranging from 2.1 to 15.1 daysl These systems are used as tests of
current theories for massive close binary evolution, and are compared with single star
evolutionary tracks. Five of the six systems have already or are currently undergoing
Case A Roche Lobe overflow (RLOF). The four stars which are currently experiencing
RLOF appear overluminous. The two stars which have ceased RLOF now appear to
lie on new evolutionary tracks corresponding to their new total mass. Also we find no
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7Knowledgeabout the individual componentsof O-type binaries is difficult to obtain
becauseof the severeline blendingpresentin their spectra. An important new method
is Doppler tomography,an iterative schemethat usesa set of orbital phasedistributed
spectra and both radial velocity curvesto reconstruct the individual component
spectra (seeBagnuolo,Gies,& Wiggs 1992,ApJ, 385,708). These individual spectra
can then be analyzedto determinevarious physical propertiesof the stars. The
spectral types and luminosity classesobtained provide indicators of the temperatures
and gravities. The individual projected rotational velocitiescan be usedto test for
rotational synchronizationof the orbit or rapid spin-up due to masstransfer. For
stars that arecluster members,an estimateof the magnitude differencetogether with
the combinedabsolutemagnitude results in individual luminosity estimates. Finally,
it is possibleto searchfor abundancedifferencesdue to masstransfer or loss.
Here I presentthe first resultsof a program of Doppler tomography of O-binaries
observedwith the International Ultraviolet Ezplorer Satellite (IUE). The use of IUE
high dispersion spectra is optimal for O-type binaries because of the presence of
many photospheric lines in the UV (high excitation lines which are relatively free
from contamination from circumstellar emission often found in their optical spectra).
I describe cross-correlation methods that use narrow-lined spectral templates to
obtain precise radial velocities and orbital velocity curves which are used in the
tomography algorithm. I also show how these cross-correlation results can be used
to estimate projected rotational velocities and UV magnitude differences. I have
identified new spectral classification criteria based on UV photospheric lines that are
directly applicable to these O-binaries. I present results for six systems: HD 215835
(DH Cep), HD 165052, HD 93403, HD 93205, HD 149404, and HD 152248. All are
double-lined spectroscopic binaries with periods ranging from 2.1 to 15.1 days. These
systems are used as tests of current theories for massive close binary evolution.
• Thaller, M. L. 1997, "Colliding Winds in Massive Binary Systems", Ph.D. dissertation,
Georgia State University.
Stellar winds are a well-observed phenomenon, and in massive stars this process
may result in significant mass-loss from the system with dramatic evolutionary
ramifications. In close binary systems of massive stars, the individual stellar winds
will collide and form a shock front between the stars. The existence of this shock
can be established through orbital phase-related variations in UV wind features and
optical emission lines. High density regions in the wind (near the photospheres and
the shock region) will produce Hc_ and He I emission which can be used to map out
the mass-flow structure of the system. The existence of a shock front between the
stars may influence the balance of mass-loss versus mass-transfer in massive binary
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evolution, as matter lost to one star due to Rochelobe overflowmay hit the shock
and be deflectedbeforeit canaccreteonto the other star.
I report here the results of an all-sky, high-resolution spectroscopicsurvey of 37
massivebinaries and identify which showevidenceof excessemission. I obtained
data in both the southern and northern hemispheresand I havealsoincluded spectra
from two other groupsof observers,Gieset al. and Kaper et al. For four systems,
the detection of Ha emissionis new to this survey. I comparemy results with two
independentsurveysof massivestars and find that binaries show a higher incidence
and intensity of emissionwhen comparedto singlestars of similar spectral type.
The exact phaseof stellar evolution in which colliding winds becomesignificant is
uncertain, but my results suggestthat oneor both starsof a binary system must be
evolvedoff the main sequenceto producemeasurablecolliding wind effects.
Sevensystemsin my survey (plus four identified by earlier surveys),showsignificant
phase-relatedvariations in emission,and I identify theseas likely colliding wind
candidates.For three systems,HD 149404,HD 152248,and HD 163181,I present a
simplemodelof the massdistribution and flow basedon Ha, He I _ 6678,and in some
cases,the UV resonancelines. HD 152248and HD 163181are eclipsingbinaries,and
I usedHipparcos light-curvesto correct for changingcontinuum flux levelsthat may
havecomplicatedthe detection of colliding winds. An argumentcanbe made that all
thesesystemscontain a colliding wind bow shock,although moredata will be needed
to makea conclusivedetection.
